In modern society, humans' misdirected aspirations towards ideal beauty are discussed and criticized. This research utilizes a paradox to express the modern standard of beauty and the society's homogenization of it through plastic surgery. An empirical analysis was conducted of the artist's works that reflect anti-lookism. The works were classified as provocation, aesthetic, symbolic and paradoxical depending on the variety of the artists' approaches and expressions. Also, this part looks at anti-lookism cases in modern fashion industry that were given lascivious expressions. They characterized various types of human beauty. Anti-lookism is a movement that goes against this social trend. It seeks to awaken modern citizens from blind submission to homogenized beauty and commercialization of humans.
Ⅰ.Introduction
In modern society, as social and cultural interests grow, appearance is considered more important than any other standards in judging people. Although a standard of ideal beauties exits in every era, the standard for beauties, in modern times, is getting unified because beauties are overly emphasized. A sociocultural standard for outward beauty was perceived as it Corresponding author: So Eunjeong, Tel.+82-10-7476-3532 E-mail: eunjeong.so@gmail.com was spot lighted in various mass media, and it also internalized an unrealistic, fascinating image. That is, outward looks that mass media show are not reflecting realities but wrapped by body managements, make-ups, and the like. and an obsession with beauty will be greater.
Along with visual media rapidly growing in the latter modern society, the expansion of lookism is not a problem of only the western societies.
5)
Lookism that implies inaccurate judgments or valuations, prejudice, and discrimination, all coming from physical appearance or outward images, may more foster the disintegration and conflicts of our society together with ideology and sex. To examine fundamental problems, I
researched the causes of the lookism occurrence.
